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Project Goal
To tell a story and to tell it well is a paramount function in human society.
Whether the desired outcome is to engage, educate, or entertain the viewer the goal is
the same. Through story we endeavor to learn something more about ourselves and
hopefully show others something new within themselves. As the old adage goes, "Give a
man a fish you feed him for a day. Teach that man how to fish you feed him for a
lifetime."
One could simply give that hungry man a pole, a line, a hook, and a worm and
give him directions on how to fish and he may ormay not get the general idea. But if you
tell him a story about how a starvingman was able to feed himself and his entire family
because another man taught him to fish, he will be engaged. He will want to be like this
man and a good story would teach him all he needs to know. Stories are explorations
into the state of the human condition. Through humorous stories we can more easily
engage viewers with difficult subjects. They will let down their various "filters" and allow
themselves to be confronted with a troubling topic, usually without their realization.
One purpose of this story is to teach people something about the way we
reproduce in a highly abstracted and entertaining way. An admittedly more selfish goal
ofmine was to learn how to better tell a story visually using the established film grammar
through the use of computer generated imagery (CGI).
Thesis Proposal
Through the many incarnations ofmy thesis proposals the story ofhuman
reproduction was always at the core. I wanted to tell a story based on creation and love,
not based in violence and destruction. So why not tell the ultimate story ofhuman
creation, which is the act of reproduction? Some may argue that God's creation of us is
the ultimate story. The event that sparks the creation of another human being is sex.
God may endow the fertilized egg with a soul but it is the man and woman who initiate
the process. Besides, God's story has been told many times. I didn't want to tell the story
of the man and woman. There are endless stories of romance and sex. I literally wanted
to go deeper given that animation (and CGI animation in particular) allows us to tell
virtually any story from any point of view. You simply can't tell a story from the point of
view ofmillions of sperm and the eggs without animation. Because this is a unique
perspective it was a natural progression for me to get into the biology of sex and make a
story of it
Initially, I literally humanized the sperm. They were pilots in a fighter squadron
and the mission was to fight their way through the hostile female environment to the
egg. The first pilot to make it to the egg was to kamikaze into it. The resulting explosion
would be one of combining DNA and dividing cells, forming the new life. Although this
story may be biologically accurate on some levels and I liked the fact that it was
"Everything You Wanted To Know About Sex. . meets "StarWars," the feeling among
most of the professors who reviewed the proposal was that it was too much like those
movies. The working title was "The Human
Race"
which lent itself nicely to a sports
event. So the next version had human characters portraying sperm. There were
announcers and blimps and an audience of various cell types. I was closer, but the project
became too huge. There were too many characters and too many articulated people to
animate. So I slimmed down the story and changed the main characters to actual sperm.
It was pointed out that the egg must also have a story to tell. So I decided to tell the
story of the egg as well. (Later on this would be a source ofmuch stress as it added more
production time than I had planned on). After numerous consultations with my
committee, many professors (Jack Slutzky and Howard Lester were extremely helpful),
friends, and thirteen revisions I had a final script and was given the blessing to proceed.
Storyboarding
After creating the script, drawing out the storyboards was the next big step. At
first I had thought of storyboarding as a lame academic exercise. But seeing the entire
story on index cards before me was a great help as it allowed me to see the story flow
from start to finish. Having each shot on individual index cards gave me the flexibility to
play with the order of the shots, add shots, and weed out unnecessary ones.
Storyboarding was a very important tool as I was balancing the telling of two parallel
stories, that of the sperm, and that of the eggs. I quickly learned that storyboards are the
blueprints with which you construct your story and they are an integral part of the
production process.
Hardware, Software, the Animatic, and Soundtrack
The Right Software for the Job
After the script was finalized and the storyboard laid out I had the foundation to
stand on to proceed into production. One of the more difficult decisions was to choose a
software package that would allow for modeling organic characters, such as sperm, and
animating them. After considerable evaluation of the technology available at RIT,
ElectroGIG, was not a viable option. Since I owned aMacintosh, I considered all
possible packages and combinations. Strata Studio Pro and Infini-D were both quickly
ruled out because of their lack of character animation support. One top contender was a
combination of Form-Z for modeling and Electric Image for shading, animation and
rendering, but the price was way out ofmy budget. The winner was Animation Master
by Hash, Inc. Animation Master is a great product and fit the bill because it is a spline
modeler (great for organic shapes), it has extensive support for character animation and
the price was right! There was one major problem; the rendering speed on my computer
was horrendous! But I demanded a high quality product and if the rendering times were
too long, so be it!
A Character is Defined Equally by Its Design and Voice
At first I tried doing the voices myself. Mymale voices were great but the female
voices were terrible. When I metwith my thesis committee they spared me no sympathy
and, rightly so, directed me to enlist some voice actors.
After this committee meeting the school year came to an end. It was summer
break so I went to visit mymother in Boston. She had a friend, Edwin Gray, who was a
voice coach and composer staying at her house. I asked him if he would compose my
music track and after talking with him about my project he enthusiastically agreed and
volunteered to recruit the voice actors. The next day he was on the phone to everyone
he knew and he soon came up with two other actors, Pete Kovner and Merle Perkins.
The only problemwas that they were union so I had to get permission from
AFTRA/SAG Boston to use them in my student production. After a flurry of phone
calls, faxes, and signed contracts we had the actors. Next I needed a recording studio,
preferably a digital one. This turned out to be a no-brainer as Edwin regularly used
Straight Up Music in Lexington, MA. My biggest worry was price, but when I called the
studio owner, Larry Luddecke, and told him the story, he became excited and cut me a
great hourly deal right on the spot. Then we hit a snag - insurance. AFTRA/SAG
requires that the producer (me) pay an insurance fee to cover the actors just in case
someone trips over a cable and becomes impaled on a mic stand. This sparked another
flurry of phone calls, faxes, and finally a signed agreement waiving me from paying the
fee and Larry's insurance would cover the actors. The cast was set (my mother, Gretje,
Edwin, Pete, and Merle) and the deal was done!
We all decided on a date and time and we met at Straight Up Music early one
morning for the recording session. I would have been completely unprepared were it not
for Shamus Culhane's book, Animation from Script to Screen. In chapter seven he
describes the way he conducts recording sessions. With this knowledge I was able to walk
into the studio and direct the recording session without a hitch. After all the
introductions were made, the cast was introduced to their respective characters; they
took to them instantly. Everyone was great! The whole session lasted about three hours
and I had a digital audiotape to take home with me at the end.
Oh! The horror of it all! Upon my return to Rochester in the Fall I digitized the
voices on myMac, synched up the voices to the storyboards and created an animatic to
show my committee. At the meeting it was decided that I needed to change the script,
yet again! Although revision fourteen was for the better this meant more phone calls,
more faxes, more contracts, and another recording session in Boston. To make things
more difficult, Edwin was unavailable and after the last recording session I had met a
friend ofmymother, Marcy Fischer, whose voice was perfect for one of the eggs, Mary.
How do you break it to yourMOTHER that you are firing her? As it turned out she was
busy and didn't mind being replaced (WHEW) and I replaced Edwin. The second
recording session was even better than the first! Pete andMerle knew their parts and
Marcy was perfect. Everyone had numerous great suggestions and it was a great time
overall. Armed with a new DAT I returned triumphantly to Rochester.
The Sound Effects Track
The RIT Film/Video/Animation Department Cage has a great collection of
indexed public domain sounds and I took full advantage of it. Professor Erik Timmerman
told me that I should decide what sounds were needed first, and only then should I go
through the collection to find them. This seemed limiting to me. So I took half his
advice and wrote down what I thought was needed, then located those items and then
proceeded to browse the entire collection. Jackpot! There were many things I wouldn't
have dreamed of using that found their way into my effects tracks. All sorts of boings,
bonks, cranks, and a bugle charge were used. Armed with all the sounds and new voices
on DAT, I digitized the voice tracks so that I could edit them digitally on my Mac at
home and made a third animatic. After several more thesis committee meetings the
technical details of story, editing, pacing, and sound were pretty much worked out. I
could now go onto the next big steps in production.
The Right Software for the Job - Revisited
Backing up to the summer session of 1996, 1 attended Siggraph inNew Orleans.
While there I became painfully aware of the competition that I was up against in this
industry. In order to qualify for the "Olympics ofCGI
filmmaking" (the industry film
houses) you have to have one flawless looking reel. Up until then I had usedAnimation
Master 3D animation package, which is a great product, but in order to bring render
times under control I had to sacrifice major rendering components. This meant no
shadows, no bump maps, no particle systems, and minimal raytracing. I heard that RIT
was getting Alias I Wavefront's Studio. It is a top-level, off-the-shelf, professional 3D
package and RIT was getting twenty Silicon GraphicsWorkstations (SGIs) to run the
software. Everyone at Siggraph who I asked said that although the reel is the most
important thing, and it doesn't always matterwhat software package you use, knowing
Alias would be a distinct advantage over knowing AnimationMaster. This wasn't quite
enough to convince me as I had $700.00 and six months invested in learningAnimation
Master. Thinking about all the pros and cons of using one over the other presented a
very difficult dilemma. Alias finallywon out because even though it would take me
about six months to learn it, I could audit the classes and gear the assignments directly
towards the thesis (something I am very grateful to Adjunct Professors JeffKell and
Marcus Conge for allowing me to do). Additionally, the SGIs were notoriously faster
than myMac, so the render times would be significantly reduced. The original worst-
case calculations for rendering on my Mac had been 360 days running 24 hours per day.
That meant that my production would have to be completely done and approved before
I could begin almost a full year's worth of rendering the final version, although render
times could have been reduced through the purchase of additional hardware. At RIT
there would be potentially twenty rendering machines at my disposal. Add this to the
fact that the cost of auditing classes was cheaper than buying more rendering hardware
for AnimationMaster, I could bring back shadows, bump maps, and particle systems into
the mix, and that I could render more frames faster, the scales were definitely tipped in
favor ofAlias. In the end the average render times for AnimationMaster were about one
hour per frame while the average Alias frame was 5 minutes. I made the right choice.
Character Design
Tommy
Tommy's character is based upon my all-time favorite cartoon hero, Bugs Bunny
(Warner Brothers cartoons have influenced my style in general). He is an underdog in
the race to the eggs. Tommy faces millions of sperm that are just like him, and one
particularly huge sperm that would almost certainly win the race. His one main
advantage is that he uses his brains to get ahead. He has to look like an underdog and
have an appealing appearance to the audience. Taking direction from my many
animation books (see references) his design evolved into a character who is smallish in
stature, a pleasing blue with a hint of red color, and has large round eyes.
Sebastian
Sebastian is a likable character as well. He is not the evil antagonist like Elmer
Fudd or Yosemite Sam in the Bugs Bunny cartoons. Sebastian is most akin to a
combination ofCecil Turtle (Tortoise Wins B31 A Hare, 1943) and the Abominable
Snowman (Abominable Snow Rabbit, 1961). He is likeable, big and strong, but not at all
bright. Like Tommy, large round eyes give him a "cute" quality, while his jutting lower
lip and enormous size in concert with his voice define his oafish characteristics. He is
also a pleasing blue-red color because he is also a male sperm.
The Cast of Millions - The Sperm
There are four basic types of sperm derived from Tommy and Sebastian's designs.
They are also cute and likeable with large eyes. All of the smaller sperm have one eye
larger than the other to give them a comedic goofy look while the larger sperm are a
smaller and modified version of Sebastian. The sperm are pink or blue to represent the
various
"X" (female) and "Y" (male) sperm of both body types. Tommy and Sebastian's
colors were originally the same blue as the male sperm, but to make them stand out
better their blue was darkened slightly and a hint of red added.
A Question of Hands
Wanting to allow the sperm to be able to manipulate things within their
environment presented me with a special design challenge. I didn't want to make the
sperm have to handle everything with only their mouths, and animating the tails to do
the work of arms and hands was above my animation experience. But there was a
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dilemma; only three sperm out ofmillions used their hands while the masses didn't. This
meant that I would have millions of sperm not knowing what to do with their hands and
they would only get in the way for the tight crowd scenes. On top of that, the limbs
would all have to move somewhat so that the sperm didn't look like stiff-armed robots.
The stuffwith which sperm are made of provided the solution. Since sperm are
made from organic material I decided that sperm could "form" limbs whenever they
needed them and then could reabsorb them at will. The audience readily accepted this
possibility. Not one person has ever asked me how or why do the sperm sometimes have
limbs and at other times not.
The Eggs
The eggs were a tough call, but I finally decided to make them a basic sphere
shape, like the real female human egg. Unlike the sperm, I wanted them to have a
desirable human face, which would hint at what the conceived child would ultimately
look like.
BothMary and Angie have limbs but they are permanent, unlike the sperm. The
choice of their color and
"sex"
presented its own special problem. Eggs do not have a sex.
The sperm carries the chromosome that defines the sex of the child. What made it easy
to define the sex of the sperm made it twice as difficult to decide what to do with the sex
of the eggs. Here is where heavy artistic license, once again, came in. I could have made
one sperm male and one female and done the same with the eggs but this could become
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confusing. In the interest of simplicity I decided that the main characters from the man
would be male and those from the woman, female.
Mary
Mary is a prudish worrisome mother-type character. She is more analytical and
doesn't care as much for the beauty of life. Although she loves the idea of children her
explorations into the mechanics of sex and sperm horrifies her. She is a "plain beauty"
who doesn't care for makeup or primps to impress men. These qualities are directly
reflected in her plain, yet pretty female features. I used photos of top human female
models as a basis forMary and Angie's faces.
Angie
Angie's life revolves around romance and getting ready for the ultimate prom
date. She is the Beauty Queen-type who leaps into things before she looks. All she
knows is that there is a sperm out there for her and she will catch this Prince Charming
with nothing more than her beauty. After all, what else could possibly matter? Angie's
characteristics reflect these ideals. She is more beautiful than Mary, primps, wears
makeup, and moves with self-confidence born of blissful ignorance.
The Brain
He is the ringmaster. He is the man's mind. He is in the testicles! In the
estimation ofmany women and mostmen this is where a man's mind spends much of its
time. The Brain is the embodiment of this concept. His top hat conveys his ringmaster
or mayoral type of importance. The tough part was to give The Brain facial features.
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Originally, The Brain's eyes were just stuck on his frontal lobe and he had no mouth.
This just wasn't satisfying. Scanning the Internet for photographs of the brain I found
some very good CAT scans of an entire head. Studying the position of the eyes in
relation to the brain, I noted how they connected. This connection lent itself nicely to
the idea of eyestalks, which vastly improved the look of the character. The Brain also
had dialog and the lack of amouth wasn't acceptable considering that all the other
characters had them. It was a small jump to go from eyestalks to a mouth stalk, and with
the addition of limbs the character was complete.
The Anthem Singer and The White Blood Cell
Neither of these characters closely represents their biological counterparts in the
least. The Anthem Singer, a highly abstracted amoeba, and The White Blood Cell, the
creature with the really long eyestalk, have their concepts based in biology but their
simple designs are creations straight frommy mind more than anything else.
Production
Learning While Doing
The entire production of "The Human Race" has been an exercise in learning
and experimentation. There was not a single phase of the production process where I
knewwhat I was doing when I began. Each step further into the production brought on
new challenges that had to be learned and then executed. I am also convinced that every
production is filled with new challenges to be solved and that future productions, while
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getting easier to plan as I continue to leam about the overall production process, will be
equally as difficult to execute.
The Voice and Effects Tracks
Very specific voices were in my head when I wrote the script. My favorite
Warner Brothers characters were the basis for the cast of "The Human Race." It was a
good thing that I went into the recording studio with professionals as they were up to the
task of giving voice to my vision through my direction. Talented voice actors cannot be
underestimated. Edwin (Sebastian) and Gretje (Mary) did fantastic jobs on the second
version of the voice track, but their voices were not quite what I wanted to hear my
characters sound like. I wanted to show Edwin what I meant by doing it for him but I
restrained myself because it would have interrupted the overall creative flow. Besides,
Edwin wasn't bad. Pete (Tommy) and Merle (Angie) provided exactly what I wanted to
hear. Between the second and third recording sessions I met Marcy and thought that her
voice was perfect for Mary, but with the audio recording "in the
can"it was too late. As
fate would have it, the script changed so another recording session was needed. Listening
to the first recording session with myself as all the characters I found that my voice was
more what I wanted for Sebastian. It also turned out that Edwin was unavailable for the
next session so I decided that I would replace him. Marcy was also eager to do the
recording, and although she is not a professional actress or voice person, we got along,
she took direction well, her voice was perfect forMary, and she worked out great! An
important lesson here is that a director should make every effort not to settle on casting
whoever happens to be around if they are not right for the part. Sometimes this is
unavoidable, but considerable time in pre-production should be spent on casting.
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Once the voices were finally laid down and the final takes selected another
session was scheduled with just Larry Luddecke (the recording studio owner) and myself
to apply the appropriate effects to the voices. This involved me telling Larry what type of
room the character was in and what qualities I wanted in the voice. For example, not
only did the voice coming from the radio have to sound like it was coming from one, it
was also important to distinguish that is was coming from an old AM type of radio. It is
important to know what you want out of the engineer before you go in there or you
waste your time and money.
Because I had a well laid-out storyboard I knew to a point what effects were
needed, i.e. a motor boat engine. But since this is an animated comedy, the effects track
screams for the use ofnormal sounds in unusual places, i.e. a bugle sounding a charge. So
I browsed the entire RIT sound effects library looking for anything that could remotely
be used for added effect. Once I made my picks they were digitized and stored. While the
animatic was being assembled I tried to use as much sound as possible to support the
action and accent the comedy.
Modeling
In the models I tried to have as organic an overall environment as possible while
juxtaposing very inorganic items as comedic devices. This is most pronounced in the first
scene where we are in an ovary where the eggs are produced and in that ovary is an
organic structure which houses a posh apartment where two single female eggs live.
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Another fun example is Tommy's use of an outboard motor to cheat in the race to the
eggs.
Shading
Shaders define the visual qualities of every object in every computer-generated
scene. Among other things, they define the CG object's color, roughness, reflectivity,
and reactions to light. It was important to have the organic things look like tissue.
Fortunately my girlfriend, Rhonna, was a medical illustrator at RIT. I consulted with her,
and she was a great help in the refining process to get an accurate organic feel in my
shaders. She also illustrated "The Plan" that The Brain uses to brief the sperm. By the
same token it was also important to have all the inorganic materials appear as they
should. The posh apartment had to look like an actual apartment. The floors were
hardwood, the kitchen floor was tile, the walls were painted and ceiling was plaster. All
these shaders had to convince the viewers that they were in a real apartment.
Unfortunately, time was short so it was never completely furnished, but what was there
fit.
Animation
The style and pacing of the animation called for in this story is quick and jerky.
However, the sperm had to move not just like sperm, they had to do things sperm can't
normally do, such as suddenly change direction and speed, speak, and do one-arm push
ups. The overall movements of the sperm were adapted from certain swimming
characteristics of various types of eels. I carefully studied videos on sperm and eels and
combined the natural motions of each to define the movement ofmy sperm.
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The eggs and The Brain were a completely different problem. Eggs move in
response to physical and chemical changes around them while the brain doesn't move at
all. The simplest solution was to pretend that these characters could merely will
themselves in any direction. But the movements had to be natural. By using their eyes
and arms to indicate the direction the eggs were about to take, audience could anticipate
the flow of movements and more readily accepted their method of locomotion.
All of the characters also had to move as if they were operating in a fluidic
environment. The swimming sperm tails went a long way towards this, but for The Brain
and eggs I added a slight bobbing movement that visually created the illusion that the
characters were all swimming.
Lighting and The Camera
This is one of the more difficult parts of the production. I had originally
envisioned more complicated and richer lighting setups to really make the characters
stand out in their environments. But, unfortunately due to time constraints, I was least
able to concentrate on this aspect.
The lighting had to add to the look and feel of a fluidic environment. I began to
experiment with fog to help create such an illusion, with some success. But the limited
time conspired againstme so that the tests became the final solution. I had wanted to
refine the fog and try to add a slight visual distortion in front of the camera so that it
really did look like we were viewing the scene under water.
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Another desired effect that was planned was that the backgrounds would fade
away the further something was from the camera, just like you would see in any under
water environment. Again, time prohibited any testing and implementation.
I made very specific choices regarding the many aspects of the virtual 3D-camera
used. I treated it just like a real movie camera and gave it the same characteristics as a
real camera of the same type. The aspect ratio used, 1.85, was programmed into the
camera because I love the letter-boxed feel of a movie, even on a video screen. The
backplane of the 3D-camera was also adjusted to accurately portray the optics of a real
camera of the same type. The change in aspect ratio also had the additional benefit of
requiring 20% less render time, because in order to fit the 1.85 aspect ratio on a video
screen, less of the video screen would be used. Choices in the focal lengths of lenses were
also specific depending upon a desired effect or a requirement demanded by the scene.
The major difference is that the 3D-camera is far more flexible than its real-life
counterpart. One major difference between a real camera and my 3D camera was that
there was no depth of field. In real cameras only a certain portion of the visible image
will be in focus depending upon the aperture, or the f-stop, of the lens. But due to the
computational overhead required to calculate the depth of field in each frame, I decided
to
"fake" depth of field in post production. But again, lack of time prevented any use of
"depth of field" in this production.
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Post Production
Abandoning AnimationMaster Did NotMean Throwing OutMy
Macintosh.
It was an integral part of the entire production process and was indispensable in
all aspects of the production. This was an all-digital production. Every frame, voice,
sound effect, the music tracks, every texture, and the sound and video editing was digital.
The Macintosh handled every aspect of the production flawlessly. I'm not one to
promote one platform over another because of personal bias. The right tool should be
used for the right job and most tools that I needed to accomplish outside of a 3D package
was readily available for the Mac.
The sound was digitally recorded at Straight Up Music. I borrowed a professional
DAT player and mini-mixing board from a friend and used Sound Edit Pro to import the
sound so it could be digitally manipulated using Premiere.
Voice track analysis for planning out the mouth positions of the lip-synched
speech was done throughMagpie. Magpie is an awesome software tool that allowed me
to greatly shorten the amount of time needed to figure out when each mouth position
should be used and for how long. The only problem was that it was a PC-only product at
the time (it has since come out in aMac version as well). Since I didn't need, and could
not afford, a PC just to run this software, I used Soft Windows95 onmy Mac instead.
Although myMac is old and ran Soft Windows very slowly, it was enough to runMagpie
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and get the job done at the fraction of the cost of a PC, new or used. The only thing that
has ever failed on myMac was the hard drives. This is an expected failure as hard drives
will fail, no matter what system one uses, but I always had a backup on SyQuest
cartridges, Jaz cartridges, or recordable CD. and so my downtime was always limited.
Once every frame in a shot was rendered at RIT I downloaded them, at first using
Jaz disks and later using a cable modem, and processed them using Debabelizer into a
single uncompressed QuickTime movie file. Once the QuickTime shots, voice tracks,
and sound effects were edited, I needed a way to dump them to video. The solution at
RIT in the beginning, manually dumping one frame at a time to an optical disc recorder,
was highly unacceptable. The process was too time consuming and extremely prone to
error. In the end, over 18,000 individual frames would have had to be transferred to
video in a final dump, then all editing and sound synching would have had to be done
on an analog S-VHS editing station. This would have tremendously increased the time
required to do tests, make changes, and edit in the changes. Later on, RIT acquired some
AVID video stations. But at first the setup was counter-productive to computer
animation students because they were not originally slated for use of this technology
within the overall curriculum. This was eventually corrected. But unfortunately the
demand on those systems were such that scheduling their use at needed times and in
good working order made their use unpredictable and risky, especially at the end of the
quarter when time is at a premium.
Fortunately I found a student who had a quality video output board for sale at an
extremely affordable price. For $1500 I bought the board, a hard drive, and a RAID
controller. This was the best solution because now I had 24-hour access to a video
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editing station with video output capability. Since I was the only person using the
station, the wear and tear of the equipment would be nothing like that at school. As a
result, I wouldn't have to worry nearly as much about equipment going down at critical
times.
The Musical Soundtrack
Originally Edwin was to compose the music for this thesis. One big problem was
that at any given time the closest Edwin ever got to Rochester was New York or Boston.
He introduced me to some great people in Virginia who would have loved to tackle the
job, but they were still not local and Stephanie Maxwell and I felt it important that the
composer be local. She provided me with some names and eventually Jim Croson, a
student at The Eastman School ofMusic, agreed to take on the project. He definitely got
more than he bargained for in this but he was very professional about it. He explained
that this project was a welcome diversion to the rigors of his formal composition studies
at Eastman.
Continuing along with my love of oldWarner Brothers shorts, I sought to have a
similar musical score. It was truly fate when, out of the blue, my brother-in-law gave me
a CD, "The Carl Stalling Project, Vol. 2," for Christmas. Carl Stalling was the
composer/arranger ofmany ofmy favoriteWarner Brothers shorts. It was his way of
weaving the music in, out, under, and over the action that I wanted to try and capture in
my film. Because of the CD gift I was able to give Jim a solid example ofwhat I was
looking for in his compositions.
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Over the first sessions Jim and I met to discuss what the goals were and he
musically
"sketched-out"
some themes. At first the overall theme for the sperm was a
chorus of bassoons, but that made the sperm sound and feel like a hive of bees. After my
request for "rounder" sounds for the sperm, he changed the bassoons to brass horns and
the result was much more what I was looking for. As scenes were completed I would
provide Jim with a QuickTime movie on a CD for him to compose to. When he had
something completed Jim then invited me over to review the results. Although there
were times I asked Jim to adjust or change a few things everything went smoothly
overall. Eventually we had all the major themes worked out and all that was left to do
was to fill in the transitions and clean up the rough spots.
Rendering and File Management
This was one more critical step in the process. At first I rendered as many tests as
possible and this significantly cut down on final render times. As the deadline loomed
overhead the number of tests able to be run became fewer and near the end some of the
shots had to be rendered as a final version as is. To maximize computer usage and
shorten render times I employed as many
"tricks"
and optimizations as possible. For
example, the foreground action in every shot was composited over a background still,
everything was raycast instead of raytraced, shadows were used at aminimum, and all
geometry and lights were optimized before rendering.
To preserve the quality of the original render, I decided to only compress the
images once, which required a tremendous amount of drive space. In total all of the
sound files and uncompressed QuickTime files used approximately 15 gigabytes ofhard
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drive space. Drives became cheaper throughout production and I was able to afford some
new ones, but in the end I had to borrow a 4-gig drive and a 1-gig drive from family and
friends. The only point where I wanted to compress the rendered frames was just before
going to video. Then I needed to compress all the video and sound files into a single file
using the Radius CODEC (the compression scheme that my video board uses which
allows the file to be dumped to video through the board at 60 fields per second and at
CD quality sound).
Moving gigabytes of rendered frames from RIT to myMac, where they could be
converted into a series ofhuge uncompressed QuickTime video files, became a logistical
nightmare. The best way to do this was a direct transfer from the RIT computers to my
computer. But at the fastest transfer rates over a 56k modem this was unacceptably slow.
The next best solution was an external hard drive that I could connect at school, transfer
the files to it, then take the drive home and reconnect it to my system. This option was
too expensive. The solution was a Jaz drive and removable cartridges, which hold 1
gigabyte of data per cartridge. Although this worked, it was very time consuming. This
system required that I go to school, evenwhen the only thing I needed to do was transfer
files, spend time doing the transfer (often many hours at a time), drive back home, and
then transfer the frames from all the cartridges to my hard drive. Many times I didn't
have to transfer the files from the Jaz cartridges to my hard drive. I only had to do so
when the number of frames in a given shot spanned multiple Jaz cartridges. Later on in
the production, TimeWarner ofRochester came out with cable modem service. I
researched the costs and the transfer rates and discovered that not only were the transfer
rates comparable to transferring the files to a Jaz disk at school, but the cost as compared
to my current Internet connection was cheaper and the installation charges would
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eventually pay for itself over time because of the savings. Without the cable modem
there was not a chance that I would have finished this production on time.
Conclusion
Many times throughout this paper I mentioned a lack of time as a reason
something could not be accomplished or included. It must be pointed out that very little
of this can be attributed to poor planning. The entire production process was new to me
and areas pertaining specifically to the more computer-technical were new to my
committee. In all fairness, my committee always told me that my story was too big and
encouraged me, nay, pleaded with me, to change it or give it up altogether in favor of a
shorter, more manageable, one. But I was ambitious and stubborn. To their credit, they
let me dig my own grave and let me shovel my own way out. This process was not
without its conflicts and in hindsight I wish I had listened a little more to them on the
point of a shorter story. It is said, "Be careful what you wish for, you may just get
it."
I got my wish in the form of a story that I wanted to tell. But the size of the
production was overwhelming. It added many gray hairs and almost cost me my sanity.
The enormity of the production didn't allow me to really shine in any one area or really
polish anything even close to my complete satisfaction. But on the positive side, I told
the story I wanted to tell, learned to assemble and manage the right talent for the job at
hand, learned to make critical decisions under pressure, and the production was
completed. I learned just about every aspect of a full-scale CG production and that it
really takes a team to produce a high quality piece like that of Pixar's "Geri's
Game."
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To put things in perspective, "Geri's
Game"
was about 3 minutes long and took
over 100 people working as a team 1 1/2 years to produce. "The Human
Race"
was just
over 10 minutes long and took me 3 years to produce. I'm pretty proud ofmyself.
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Erik Timmerman (Chair)
StephanieMaxwell
Adrianne Carageorge
Thesis Proposal
for
Alex Gurevich
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Synopsis
The Story
The fruits and vegetables in Big Al's Market have been enslaved by the junk food
in the store. Their only hope is to get a help message to the outside world. Carrot has
volunteered to run this message past their captors and this is the story of how he does it.
The Production
This will be a 3D computer animated film. I will animate and render this story in
the 3D program AnimationMaster. Once all the frames are rendered I will output all of
them onto 16mm film using one of two techniques: the Dunn camera or a bolex and an
animation motor to shoot the screen.
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The Budget
Category- Cost In Kind
Item
Film
Script 6,000 6,000
Producer 6,000 6,000
Director 9,000 9, 000
Art Director 5,000 5, 000
Camera Person 2,400 2,400
Sound Person 2,100 2,100
Food 400 0
Transportation 300 200
Camera 2,400 2,400
Film 250 0
Optical Printer 4,800 4,800
Editing Time 1, 000 1,000
Computer Animation
Animator 20,000 20,000
Computer Rental 2, 000 2,000
Software Rental 3, 000 3,000
Storage Media 300 0
Video Tapes 60 0
Music Soundtrack
Composer 5,000 5,000
Orchestration 2,000 2,000
Musicians 2, 000 2,000
Recording Studio 6,000 6,000
Audio Tapes 200
80,210
0
Totals 78,900
Actual
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
100
0
250
0
0
0
0
0
300
60
0
0
0
0
200
======
810
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Time Line
October, November
Design characters, backgrounds, and sets.
Make the story board.
Create Animatics.
Do digital and optical tests.
Schedule animation.
Start on first third of the animation.
December. January
Complete Iwo-tnirds of the animation.
Lo-Res render test scenes.
February. March
Finish animation.
Lo-Res render complete animation.
Record the Lo-Res animation on optical disk.
Edit the Lo-Res animation onto video tape.
Gain final approval on the animation.
Work with composer to come up with the basic sound
track and music.
Work with my father for the arrangement of the musical
score. Get it ready for recording with live musicians.
April. May
Re-render all frames High-Res.
Record the High-Res animation on optical disk.
Print the digital frames onto film.
Work with my father for the arrangement of the musical
score. Get it ready for recording with live musicians.
Record the musical sound track in a studio with the
musicians.
Mix the sound.
Schedule final showing.
Write the report.
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Appendix B:
The Original Storyboard
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Appendix C:
Color Stills
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